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Abstract Data representation facilities offered by RDF

(Resource Description Framework) have made it very

popular. It is now considered as a standard in several

fields (Web, Biology, ...). Indeed, by lightening the no-

tion of schema, RDF allows a flexibility in the repre-

sentation of data. This popularity has given birth to

large datasets and has consequently led to the need

for efficient processing of these data. In this paper, we

propose a new approach allowing query processing on

RDF data. We propose to combine RDF graph explo-

ration with physical fragmentation of triples. Graph ex-

ploration makes possible to exploit the structure of the

graph and its semantics while the fragmentation allows

to group together the nodes of the graph having the

same properties. Compared to the state of the art (i.e.,

gStore [20], RDF3X [15], Virtuoso [8]), our approach
offers a compromise between efficient query processing

and scalability. In this regard, we conducted an exper-

imental study using real and synthetic datasets to val-

idate our approach with respect to scalability and per-

formance.
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1 Introduction

Storage and data collection methods have been largely

impacted by new applications based on modern mea-

surement and observation instruments. In several ar-

eas, it is the Pay-as-you-go philosophy that is adopted

during the production and storage of data. As a result,

the traditional data management approach defining a

schema (a structure) and then storing the data accord-

ing to this schema has become very constraining.

Consequently, new methods of data representation

have emerged. The Resource Description Framework

(RDF) is one of the efforts led by the W3C to link

data from the Web. It is based on the notion of Triples,

which consists of representing each information in the

form of a triplet < Subject, Predicate,Object >. This

provides flexibility in data collection and has resulted

in many large-scale datasets, for example Freebase1 who

has 2.5 billion triples [4] and DBpedia2 with more than

170 million of triples [12]. The Linked Open Data Cloud

(LOD) now connects over 10,000 datasets and currently

has more than 150 billion triples3. The number of data

sources has doubled in the last three years (2015-2018).

The development of the SPARQL language facili-

tated the exploitation of RDF data and required the

development of novel approaches to query processing.

Indeed, several studies have shown that conventional

relational data management systems are not adapted

to manage triplets. In particular, they are not able to

guarantee the scalability and performance. The lack of

an explicit schema in the RDF database and the num-

ber of junctions in a SPARQL query are the two main

reasons for this limitation. In order to improve the per-

1 http://www.freebase.com/.
2 http://wiki.dbpedia.org
3 http://lodstats.aksw.org/
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formance of RDF data processing systems, two types

of approaches are available in the literature. The first

one (e.g., [15, 18]) takes advantage of traditional tech-

niques of storage and query evaluation. The join is the

main query evaluation operator used in this kind of

approaches. In these relational-based approaches, RDF

triples are stored as a big table of three attributes. Each

SPARQL query is translated into an SQL query with

many self-joins on this big table. In this type of ap-

proach, the number of self joins is very large which

makes SQL queries difficult to evaluate and optimize.

Extensive indexing has been widely used by this type of

systems. This contributed to improve the performance

of some queries. Another technique such as grouping

of triplets by predicate (Property tables) has allowed

to improve the performance of some queries. However

both techniques are far from being optimal.

The second type of approaches (e.g., gStore [20])

considers the query evaluation problem as a graph match-

ing problem, which allows to maintain the original rep-

resentation of the RDF data. Unfortunately, this type

of approach does not guarantee scalability and perfor-

mance. Mainly because it is necessary to have an eval-

uation mechanism that controls the memory used. This

aspect is not supported by the graph matching algo-

rithms.

In this paper, we propose to take advantage of both

types of approaches. We rely on indexing and fragmen-

tion to minimize the I/O’s and on the exploration of the

graph to take into account its structure. Unlike graph

matching approaches our evaluation strategy uses the

Volcano [9] model, which allows to control the mem-

ory use and to avoid any possible overflow. The rest of

this paper is organized as follows. We discuss in Sec-

tion 2 the related work. Then, in Section 3 we give an

overview and formalize of our work. In Section 4, we

present our experimental study and finally, in Section

5 we conclude and discuss some future research.

2 Background and Related Work

Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs)

have been the preferred technology solution to manage

the storage and retrieval of data for years. Modeliz-

ing the data as tables allows not only to organize raw

datasets but to apply relational algebra operations to

efficiently query the data. However, in order to create

a relational database, the schema of the data needs to

be established beforehand. Recently, the data collection

strategies have largely improved in many domains like

Biology, Astronomy, and certainly the Web. In these ap-

plications, the schema of the database is not fixed and

it is unknown in advance, making the relational model

not the most suitable solution. The data in these ap-

plications are usually modeled as a graph. Figure 1a

illustrates a dataset (named G from this point) about

a movie collected from the Web. The Resource De-

scription Framework (RDF) is the W3C standard that

models the data as graphs, decomposing the graph into

triples with the form < subject, predicate, object >. The

data is then queried generally with the SPARQL syntax

based on graph pattern matching. An example query is

shown in Figure 1b.

Still, most of the existent RDF processing systems

adapted the traditional relational DBMSs to store and

query the data modeled as graphs. In these systems,

the data are physically stored as a table(s) and queries

are translated from the graph query language (mostly

SPARQL) into SQL queries. Traditional DBMSs do not

guarantee good performances when treating these data

and the logical flexibility of modeling the data as a

graph is lost when triples are mapped to tables. Find-

ing matches to complex queries implies the execution of

very costly joins that could be avoided with graph ex-

ploration strategies if the data were modeled as graphs.

Next, we give an overview of the state-of-the-art ap-

proaches modeling the data as tables.

2.1 Relational-based approaches

2.1.1 Big table

This approache firstly introduced in [6] proposed to

store and query triples stored on a single very large

table of three attributes. The attributes correspond to

the Subject Predicate and Object of a triple. An exam-

ple of this approach used to store G is shown in Figure

2a. A graph SPARQL query is transformed into SQL

using many self-joins to this table. The transformation

of the query of Figure 1b is as follows:

SELECT T1.S as ?movie, T2.O as ?actor1,

T3.O as ?actor2, T4.O as ?city

FROM T as T1, T as T2, T as T3, T as T4, T as T5

WHERE { T1.O=’Drama’ AND T1.P=’genre’ AND

T1.S=T2.S AND T2.P=’starring’ AND

T1.S=T3.S AND T3.P=’starring’ AND

T4.S=T2.O AND T4.P=’win’ AND T4.O=’Oscar’ AND

T3.S=T2.O AND T4.P=’born_in’ AND

T5.S=T3.O AND T5.P=’born_in’ AND T4.O=T5.O }

This approach has a major drawback and it is the num-

ber of generated joins. The number of joins corresponds

to the number of triples in the query and to solve them

it is necessary to scan the entire table many times im-

plying a very high cost. To avoid the full table scan,

some approaches use intensive indexing strategies as

the ones described next.
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Fig. 1: Example graph and query

2.1.2 Intensive indexing approaches

The second category of approaches rely on indexes.

Systems applying this strategy are RDF-3X [15] and

Hexastore [18]. In these systems, the strings are firstly

mapped to id’s in an index. Then, the triples are en-

coded and compressed before being indexed on separate

B+-Tree indexes using different orders (e.g. SPO, OPS,

POS). The data is replicated on each index but the

gain on performance is considerable. Graph queries are

translated into SQL and joining tables is still a manda-

tory step. However, the joins are performed very effi-

ciently thanks to the use of the merge-joins instead of

self-joins in a single table. The drawbacks of this ap-

proach are: 1) the use of additional disk space because

data are replicated many times, and 2) the full scan of

indexes(e.g SPO, OPS) is efficient but still expensive.

2.1.3 Property table

Another approach, called Property table, was proposed

in the framework of Jena [13] and DB2-RDF [5]. This

approach stores triples with related properties in the

same table in such a way that queries involving the

same subject (subject-subject queries) become single

table scans. This approach is illustrated in Figure 2c.

The tables of the Figure show the approach applied

by the Jena2 system [19] which is able to store multi-

valued properties creating tables for mutli-valued prop-

erties (tables ∗T1 and ∗T2 in the Figure). The major

drawbacks of this approach are the unnecessary num-

ber of null values stored and the performance of the

system to solve non subject-subject joins.

2.1.4 Binary tables

The approach based on Binary tables was firstly intro-

duced in [1]. This approach builds a two-column table

for each property containing both subject and object,

ordered by subjects. This approach is also called verti-

cal partitioned tables. The total number of two-column

tables creates equals the number of unique properties in

the data. Column-store systems could be used to speed

up the evaluation of queries. This approach is illus-

trated in Figure 2b. Binary tables support multi-valued

properties and only relevant data are stored (i.e. no

need to manage NULL values contrary to Property Ta-

bles). This approach performs very efficiently for queries

involving small number of predicates. Conversely, if this

number increases the system becomes very inefficient

due to join overhead.

2.2 Graph-based approaches

The systems under this approach do not rely on a ta-

ble(s) to store and query the data. They represent the

data on disk using a strategy specifically designed to

store graphs and solve queries exploring the input graph.

For example, the system gStore [20] represents the data

with an adjacency that stores each node and its outgo-

ing edges. The system relies on intensive indexes on

this list to find the matches for a query pattern. This

index, based on S-Tree [7], is used to speed up the eval-

uation of graph matching patterns with bit-wise opera-

tors. Unfortunately, this type of approach works mainly

in memory and does not control the amount of memory

used. This induces an overflow when processing certain

queries in infrastructures with not much main memory

available unlike join-based approaches.

2.3 In-memory based systems

More complex data structures used to process RDF

data have been proposed in several in-memory process-

ing systems. The system BitMat [3] for instance, is a
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Al Pacino Oscar
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Jon Avnet Golden Globe New York

(c) Property tables

Fig. 2: Storage approaches

main memory based bit-matrix structure representing

RDF triples. BRAHMS [10] maintains three indexes

in main memory (subject → object-predicate, object

→ subject-predicate, and predicate → subject-object),

GRIN [17] maintains similarly an in-memory graph-

based RDF index. Even if the data structures offered

by these models are less rigid than the ones proposed

before, its scalability is compromised by the size of the

main memory available.

In our work, we adopt a storage as graph. Our model

scales since it is based in the Volcano execution model

described later exchanging data between the hard-drive

and main memory. We consider only queries with con-

stant predicates, and we store only forward and back-

ward edges as SPO and OPS. We then split SPO and

OPS into many segments where each segment stores a

set of subjects (in the case of SPO) or objects (in the

case of OPS) that have the same edges (predicates).

Each segment is then stored as a separated clustered

B+Tree. We also offer an evaluation mechanism that

allows to exploit different types of data structure. Our

evaluation operations take into account the amount of

available memory which allows to avoid any overflow.

3 Our approach

We start by presenting our formal framework for SPJ

(Select-Project-Join) queries. We then explain how to

extend this framework for other queries (e.g., Group by,

Order By). We give firstly an overview of the system’s

architecture and then detail each layer of the system.

Segmenter

Indexer

Dict. Builder

Plan Selector

Plan Generator

Parser

Matcher

Aggregator

Sorter

Dict. Matcher

Result Writer

Loader Query Optimizer Executor

QDAG

Raw
RDF file

SPARQL

Fig. 3: System architecture

3.1 System Architecture

The architecture of our system is illustrated in Fig. 3.

QDAG’s architecture consists of three main modules:

the Loader, the Query Optimizer and the Processor. In

this section we detail the components and main objec-

tives of each module.

3.1.1 Loader

This module is in charge of the data pre-processing and

indexing. It receives as input an RDF file that is indexed

and compressed to segments. This module is composed

of three main units:

– Segmenter : This component is in charge of pre-processing

the input RDF file. It creates firstly the data stars

and then clusters and stores them in distinct seg-

ment files. The strings in the input file are indexed

and the data is compressed with the graph storage

format previously defined.
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– Indexer : Receives as input the pre-processed data

sent by the segmenter. This component creates the

encoded binary files used by the system and gener-

ates the B+Tree indexes.

– Dictionary Builder : This component manages the

creation of the string index.

3.1.2 Query optimizer

The query execution plan is generated in this mod-

ule. Its main components transform the input SPARQL

query. By the means of a cost model, this module se-

lects the execution plan (expressed as a succession of

star queries) to be sent to the execution layer of the

system.

– Parser : this sub-module parses the initial SPARQL

query and transforms it to a list of query stars (SQf

or SQb).

– Plan Generator : using heuristics, valid execution

plans expressed as a sequence of forward or back-

ward star queries (SQ) are generated. Two execu-

tion plans for a specific query are illustrated in Fig-

ure 8.

– Plan Selector : based on statistics maintained per

segments and on the selectivity of the query, the

execution cost is estimated for each generated plan.

The plan selector sends to the execution layer of the

system the plan with the lowest estimated cost.

3.1.3 Executor:

This module is in charge of the execution of the plan

generated by the query optimizer. The execution mod-

ule pipelines the data for each star query of the plan in

parallel applying the open-next-close interface or Vol-

cano model [9].

– Matcher : the matcher receives the execution plan

from the Plan Selector and triggers the execution.

Explained more in detail in Section.

– Aggregator : this layer aggregates the data received

from the matcher when the input query involves ag-

gregations (i.e. GROUP BY clauses).

– Sorter : this layer is executed before sending the final

results sorting them if an ORDER BY clause is present

in the input query.

– Dictionary matcher : all the matches to queries are

found using codified data. The dictionary of string

is requested only if a string is useful to prune in-

termediate results (e.g. in a filter operation). This

component communicates with the string index cre-

ated by the Dictionary Builder and sends back to

the user the decoded results.

– Result Writer : In this layer the final result is writ-

ten. The interface could be instantiated as a Net-

work, Console or File Result Writer.

3.2 Graph Storage

Several approaches have been proposed to efficiently

manage data graphs. For example, RDF-3X [15], Hex-

aStore [18] and Virtuoso [8] propose to store graphs in

the form of SPO (Subject, Predicate, Object) and OPS

(Object, Predicate, Subject). From a graph exploration

point of view, each triple stored in the OPS schema cor-

responds to a node and its incoming edges whereas SPO

stores each node along with its forward edges.

Most of existing approaches store either each node’s

forward edges (e.g. property table based approaches)

or they store both, replicating forward and backward

edges. The storage schema influences greatly its execu-

tion model since the query execution layer of the sys-

tems is designed for a specific storage configuration.

A system storing the data applying the OPS schema

would be more performant for some queries than an-

other storing as SPO and vice-versa.

In our work we consider a graph-based data repre-

sentation that uses both SPO and OPS structures. We

did not consider other combinations, like POS for ex-

ample, since our workload only considers queries with

constant predicates. SPO and OPS are generally stored

as a clustered B+Tree which allows triples retrieval in

log(n) disk accesses. Full scan is not necessary for se-

lective queries.

Instead of storing two single files (one for SPO and

another for OPS), the data on each are splitted group-

ing triples corresponding to the same entity. SPO and

OPS store a lot of (heterogeneous) information. For ex-

ample, one can find in the same graph information on

movies and also information about stock transactions.

However, queries rarely manipulate unrelated informa-

tion. A query focus on a subset of the dataset char-

acterized mainly by its predicates. Our storage model

considers that data related to the same entity share the

same set of predicates. The query execution begins with

the identification of the characterized set(s) to be read

according to the predicates of the query. We propose to

split, in segments, the SPO and OPS structures with

respect to the predicates that cover subjects in the case

of SPO (or objects in the case of OPS). This splitting

corresponds to the idea of characteristic sets [14], ex-

cept that the characteristic sets are used only to collect

statistics on data.
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In our work, data are physically stored as segments.4

In the case of a (non-selective) query where we have

to perform a full scan, only relevant segments (which

satisfy the query) will be scanned. The characteristic

sets for the SPO configuration of the graph of Figure

1a are organized in a in a lattice as the one shown in

Figure 4. The data are organized in 4 SPO segments

(abcd, fg, ghande).

Definition 1 (Segment) A segment is a part of SPO

(or OPS) that satisfies a set of predicates.

Let us consider a subset of the query of Figure 1b:

SELECT ?actor1 WHERE {

?actor1 win Oscar

?actor1 born_in ?city

?actor3 born_in ?city }

In order to find the matches to the query, the segments

identified as fg and gh in Figure 4 need to be scanned.

To efficiently find these relevant segments, we index the

segment labels as a lattice [2]. Satisfaction operator of

the lattice allows to find relevant segments. Each node

of the lattice stores a set of predicates and a list of

segments that satisfy those predicates.

The graph G of Figure 1a is stored using an SPO

and OPS segments as illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b

respectively.

3.2.1 Compression

As explained previously, data are fragmented into seg-

ments. Each segment is stored as a clustered B+Tree.

For each Triple, our evaluation methods need to locate

the segments hosting the subject and the object of the

triple.

Each triple is extended as follows:

< node1,sg,predicate,node2,sgin,sgout >
where:

– node1: subject in the case of forward triple or object

in the case of backward triple.

4 In the rest of this paper we use the word segment instead
of characteristic sets to design the physical split of SPO or
OPS.

– sg: is the id of segment storing forward edges in the

case where node1 is a subject or backward edges

where node1 is an object.

– node2: object in the case of forward triple or subject

in the case of backward triple.

– sgin: segment storing backward edges of node2.

– sgout: segment storing forward edges of node2.

node1 and node2 are represented using 64-bit (8

bytes), whereas sg, sgin and sgout are represented using

32 bits (4 bytes). We use only one bit to represent the

change of the predicate. Indeed, as data are sorted in

the order subject, predicate and object and for all data

stars of the segment we have the same set of predicates,

we propose to use only one bit to indicate the change

of the predicate.

Our approach to data compression is inspired from

the one used in RDF-3X [15]. The number of bytes used

to represent this information varies according to the

number of bytes used to encode each element of the

triple. For the node1 we have 9 states. 0 to indicate

that the node1 does not change with respect to the

previous triple. i ∈ [1..8] to indicate the number we

used to encode the new node1. So, we need 4 bits to

represent the 9 states.

For sg, sgin and sgout, we need 5 states. 0 to indicate

that this information does not change or NULL. i ∈
[1..4] to indicate the number we used to encode the

new segment id. So, we need 3 bits to represent the 5

states. For node2 we use i ∈ [1..8] to indicate the number

we used to encode the new node2. So, we need 4 bits to

represent the 8 states. For the predicate we need only

1 bit to indicate the change. We do not need to store

the predicate.

As shown in figure ??, in total we need 18 bits.

Those bits represent the indicator of the number of

bytes used to encode each triple. Please note that only

leaf pages are compressed.

3.2.2 B+Tree access

In this section, we discuss our strategy of bulk search of

data stars using the B+Tree. Our evaluation operators

use the B+tree structure to find relevant data stars.

The naive algorithm consists in performing a search on

B+Tree for every head we need. If we have n heads,

then we need n ∗ log(n) time to find all needed data

stars.

We propose another strategy. We first start by find-

ing the first data star. During this operation, we mem-

orize the non leaf keys we used. We pass them to the

next data stars. We compare with the key previously

memorized, we trigger a partial find if we violate the
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starring, genre, director, subject

S P O

Righteous Kill starring Bryan Dennehy
Righteous Kill starring Al Pacino
Righteous Kill starring Robert de Niro
Righteous Kill genre Drama
Righteous Kill director Jon Avnet
Righteous Kill subject Serial Killer Films

win, born in

S P O

Al Pacino win Oscar
Al Pacino win Golden Globe
Al Pacino born in New York
Robert De Niro born in New York
Robert De Niro win Oscar
Robert De Niro win Golden Globe

broader

S P O

Serial Killer
Films

broader Crime Films

born in, nominated

S P O

Jon Avnet born in New York
Jon Avnet nominated Golden Globe

(a) SPO split
win, nominated

O P S

Golden Globe nominated Jon Avnet
Golden Globe win Al Pacino
Golden Globe win Robert De Niro

born in

O P S

New York born in Jon Avnet
New York born in Al Pacino
New York born in Robert De Niro

win

O P S

Oscar win Al Pacino
Oscar win Robert De Niro

starring

O P S

Bryan Dennehy starring Righteous Kill
Al Pacino starring Righteous Kill
Robert De Niro starring Righteous Kill

genre

O P S

Drama genre Righteous Kill

director

O P S

Jon Avnet director Righteous Kill

subject

O P S

Serial Killer Films subject Righteous Kill

broader

O P S

Crime Films broader Serial Killer Films

(b) OPS split

Fig. 5: Data Splitting Example

Indicator Predicate
17 bits 1 bit

Node1 Segment Node2 Segment (in) Segment (out)
0-8 bytes 0-4 bytes 0-8 bytes 0-4 bytes 0-4 bytes

Fig. 6: Compression diagram

memorized key. The input of our algorithm is a vector

of data star heads and the output is a set of data stars.

3.3 Query Evaluation

In this section we describe the Query Optimizer and

Executor layer of our architecture. First, we give the

main concepts and definitions. Then we explain the ex-

ecution model of the system based on the Volcano [9]

architecture. Finally we illustrate the execution model

with an example query.

3.3.1 Core definitions

Definition 2 (Triples) In our work, data are described

using triples of the form (s, p, o), where s the subject,

p is the predicate and o is the object.

Definition 3 (Graph Database) A graph Database is

denoted as G = ⟨Vc, LV ,E,LE⟩ where Vc is a collection

of vertices which correspond to all subjects and objects

in a data graph, LV is a collection of vertex labels, E

is a collection of directed edges that connect the corre-

sponding subjects and objects, and LE is a collection

of edge labels. Given an edge e ∈ E, its edge label is its

property .

A graph database with facts related to the ”Righteous

Kill” film is illustrated in Figure 1a.

Definition 4 (Graph query) A query graph is denoted

as Q = ⟨V,LV ,E,LE⟩, where V = Vp ∪Vc is a collection

of vertices that correspond to all subjects and objects

in a Graph query, where Vp is a collection of parameter

vertices, and Vc is as defined in the previous definition.

As a naming convention, we distinguish variables from

elements in Vc through a leading question mark symbol

(e.g., ?name, ?x), LV is a collection of vertex labels. For

a vertex v ∈ Vp, its vertex label is φ5. A vertex v ∈ Vc,
E and LE are defined in definition 3.

Definition 5 (Stars) We call data star the set of edges

related to a given node in the data graph. If the edges

are forward, we call this star ”data forward star”. We

use the symbol: SDf(x), where x ∈ Vc, to denote the

forward data star obtained from x. In this case, x is

called the head of the star. If the triples are backward,

we call this star backward data star. We use the symbol:

SDb(x). For simplicity, we use Ð→x (respectively ←Ðx ) to

denote forward (respectively backward) star obtained

using x. We apply the same principle to distinguish

stars in a query. We use forward query star (SQf(x))
and backward query star (SQb(x)), where x ∈ Vc ∪ Vp,

to denote stars obtained from forward triples and back-

ward triples respectively.

Forward data stars extend tuple definition. In rela-

tional model, we cannot represent more than one value

5 φ is used to denote an empty element
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for an attribute. In the case of one attribute as a pri-

mary key, we use it as a head of the data star, otherwise,

we use the record id.

Proposition 1 Given a set of predicates in a node and

a set of predicates in a star SQ, a lattice node S satisfies

(⊧) the star SQ iff predicates(SQ) ⊆predicates(S)

From our query example we extract the stars shown

in Table 1. We now explain how to evaluate a query by

evaluating star queries.

Definition 6 (Mapping and Mapping universe) [16] A

mapping is a partial function µ : Vp → Vc from a subset

of variables Vp to constant nodes Vc. The domain of a

mapping µ, written dom(µ), is defined as the subset of

Vp for which µ is defined. By M we denote the universe

of all mappings.

We next define the main notion of compatibility

between mappings. Informally speaking, two mappings

are compatible if they do not contain contradicting vari-

able bindings, i.e. if shared variables always map to the

same value in both mappings:

Definition 7 (Compatibility of Mappings) Given two

mappings µ1, µ2, we say µ1 is compatible with µ2 iff

µ1(?x) = µ2(?x) for all ?x ∈ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2). We

write µ1 ∼ µ2 if µ1 and µ2 are compatible, and µ1 /∼ µ2

otherwise.

We denote by vars the function that returns variables

of the element passed as a parameter. For instance, we

denote by vars(t) all variables in the triple pattern t,

while vars(SQf(x)) denotes all variables of the query

star SQf(x).
We write µ(t) to denote the triple pattern obtained

when replacing all variables ?x ∈ vars(t) in t by µ(?x).

In the following, we use JxKG to denote the process

to find relevant mappings of x with respect to G.

Definition 8 (Triple Evaluation) We call JtKG the pro-

cess allowing to find the mapping related to a triple

pattern t with respect to a graph G. JtKG is formally

defined as follows: JtKG ∶= {µ∣dom(µ) = vars(t) and

µ(t) ∈ G}
Informally speaking, we try to find mappings such

that when we replace the variable nodes by correspond-

ing constants, the triple obtained is in the data graph.

In the following, we use triple evaluation to define

query star evaluation.

Definition 9 (query star Evaluation) Informally speak-

ing, the evaluation of query star allows to find map-

pings for variables in the query star with respect to

data graph. For each triple t in the star, we try to find

the set of mappings satisfying t. We then construct the

mappings of a query star by joining mappings extracted

from triples of the query star.

Formally, the evaluation of a query star SQ(x) with

respect to the data graph G is defined as follows:

JSQ(x)KG ∶= {Jt1KG on Jt2KG on ... on JtnKG∣n =
card(SQ(x)}

Where:

JtiKG on JtjKG = {µl ∪ µr ∣µl ∈ JtiKG and µr ∈ JtjKG,

µl ∼ µr and µl(ti) ≠ µr(tj)}

From this definition, we define the evaluation of the

JOIN operator between two star queries. Indeed, JOIN

will be used as basic operator of the query evaluation.

Definition 10 (Stars Join ) Informally speaking, JOIN

of two star queries allows to assembly the mappings ob-

tained by evaluating two star queries. Formally, evalu-

ation of a join between two star queries is defined as

following:

JSQiKG on JSQjKG = {µl ∪ µr ∣µl ∈ JSQiKG, µr ∈
JSQjKG and µl ∼ µr}

We take a mapping obtained from the left query

star and another from the right query star, we check

if the two mappings are compatible, the union of those

mappings is a valid mapping for the JOIN of the two

star queries.

Before presenting query evaluation using star queries,

we will define the cover concept. Indeed, we use this

concept to guarantee that a given set of star queries

allow the correct evaluation of the query.

Definition 11 (Star cover) We denote by Coverq(SQ)
the set of query triples shared with the query star.

Coverq(SQ) = {t∣t ∈ Triples(q) ∪ Triples(SQ)}

From previous definitions, we can define query evalua-

tion using a set of star queries as follows:

Proposition 2 Given a set of stars {SQ1, SQ2,...,SQn}
that cover the query, i.e., Coverq(SQ1)∪Coverq(SQ2)∪
...∪Coverq(SQn) = Triples(q), the evaluation of q us-

ing the set of star queries is defined as follows:

JqKG = JSQ1KG on JSQ2KG on ... on JSQnKG
With respect to segments, we can define the query

evalaution as follows:

JqKG = ⋃sg⊧SQ1
JSQ1Ksg on ⋃sg⊧SQ2

JSQ2Ksg on ... on
⋃sg⊧SQn

JSQnKsg

Note that one result of the evaluation of a triple, a query

star and a query is a set of mappings. For the rest of

this manuscript we denote by ω this set of mappings. A

set of mappings, that represent all results obtained by

evaluating a triple, a query star or a query is denoted

by Ω (i.e., Ω ={ω})
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Table 1: Example: query stars

SQ Stars
SQ1f(?movie) {(?movie,genre,Drama),(?movie,starring,?actor1),(?movie,starring,?actor2)}
SQ2f(?actor1) {(?actor1,win,Oscar),(?actor1,born in,?city)}
SQ3f(?actor2) {(?actor2,born in,?city)}
SQ1b(Oscar) {(?actor1,win,Oscar)}
SQ2b(?city) {(?actor1,born in,?city),(?actor2,,born in,?city)}
SQ3b(?actor1) {(?movie,starring,?actor1)}
SQ4b(?actor2) {(?movie,starring,?actor2)}
SQ5b(Drama) {(?movie,genre,Drama)}

Given a query and the stars obtained from backward

forward edges, we can easily show that the set of star

queries allowing to evaluate the query is not unique.

We use the word ”Plan” to refer to a set of star

queries allowing to evaluate a given query. Formally, a

plan is defined as follows:

Proposition 3 A plan is a order function on a Set of

Query Stars allowing to evaluate queries. We denote by

p = [SQ1, SQ2, ..., SQn] the plan formed by executing

SQ1, then SQ2,..., and finally SQn

The choice of the star queries and the order of eval-

uation allow to optimize the query evaluation process.

3.3.2 Volcano execution model

As it was previously mentioned, the execution core of

the system is based on the Volcano iterator model which

allows to control the amount of data loaded to main

memory avoiding any overflow. Let us consider that the

Plan Selector module choose the query execution plan

{SQ1f , SQ2f , SQ3f}. The execution model of our sys-

tem is illustrated in Figure 7. The data organized and

indexed as segments is also represented on the Figure.

The execution engine starts assigning a group of

candidate segments to match each star query SQ of the

plan based on the SQ’s predicates. The sets of segments

{1}, {4}, {3,4} are assigned respectively to SQ1f , SQ2f

and SQ3f . Then, the data of the assigned segments

are loaded sequentially to a buffer created for each SQ

named input buffer (e.g. buffers 1-3 of Fig. 7). Next,

when the first input buffer is full (Buffer 1), the ex-

ecutor collects its data and finds the triples matching

the star query (SQ1f in our example). These match-

ing triples are sent data to an output buffer (Buffer

5 on Fig. 7). Once the output buffer of SQ1f is full,

the executor triggers the execution of SQ2f collecting

the data from both buffers (i.e. Buffers 2 and 4 of Fig.

7). The results of this operation are again sent to an

output buffer (Buffer 5) and the operation continues

successively. The execution process stops when there is

no more data to be scanned in any segment assigned to

all the star queries.

2
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9

10

3

12

Dataset & Dictionaries

Buffer 1 Buffer 2 Buffer 3

SQ1f SQ2f SQ3f

Buffer 4 Buffer 5 Buffer 6

Result Writer

Fig. 7: QDAG execution model

3.3.3 Execution example

Let us illustrate the execution model of the system us-

ing the query shown in Figure 1b. The query is firstly

parsed by in the Parser component of the system. Then,
a series of execution plans (expressed as a serie of star-

queries) are generated for the queries. The forward and

backward star queries for each node are shown in Ta-

ble 1. Two execution plans are illustrated in Figures 8a

and 8b. Our search space will be discussed later. In-

deed, with respect to a parallel model, only a subset

of the search space will be considered. The Plan Selec-

tor component of the system uses statistics about the

stored segments and estimates the cost to complete the

execution plan.

The plan with the lowest cost is selected and sent

to the Matcher component of the execution system.

Let us suppose that the chosen execution plan is the

one shown in Figure 8a. The execution layer for this

plan is illustrated in Figure 7. The Matcher component

in the execution layer checks if for the first star query

(SQ1f ) finding some matches in the dictionary prunes

the number of intermediate results. Otherwise, all the

treatment is done with the codified data. For the exam-

ple, the node Drama is looked in the dictionary index
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Table 2: Experimental datasets

Dataset Watdiv LUBM
Size 10M 100M 200M 10M 20M 40M 100M
Size (GB) 1.43 14.5 28.5 1.62 3.22 6.69 16.2
# Segments SPO 13,002 39,855 27,464 11 11 11 11
# Segments OPS 641 1,088 1,520 13 13 13 13

before finding the star-query matches. The execution

was already described in last section when we described

the Volcano execution model of our system. The final

result is obtained joining the mappings obtained from

the different star queries of the plan, we obtain the final

result.

4 Experimental evaluation

We evaluated the performance of our system with two

well known RDF benchmarks (Watdiv and LUBM). We

assesed firstly the ability of the systems to load data

greater than the available main memory. Then, we eval-

uate its performance in terms of

4.1 Experimental setup

Hardware: We conducted all experiments on a virtual

machine with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5118 CPU @

2.30GHz CPU, 1TB hard disk and 32GB of RAM run-

ning Ubuntu server 16.04 LTS.

Software: The main components of QDAG (fragmen-

tation, allocation and indexing modules) are implemented

in Java. The core of the execution unit selecting the best

execution plan for a given query was coded on C++.

Compared systems: Our system was compared with

two state-of-the-art approaches that apply different ex-

ecution paradigms. First a graph-based execution sys-

tem gStore6 and then a DBMS-based system Virtuoso7.

Datasets: We evaluate and compare the performance

of the systems using the Watdiv and LUBM bench-

marks. We compare the execution time to solve queries

with different configurations (Linear, Star, Snowflake

and Complex). The list of queries is not here for space

reasons but it is found in our technical report in [11].

Also, we compare the ability of the systems to deal with

datasets of different sizes. We generated datasets with

10, 100 and 200 million triples for Watdiv and datasets

of 10, 20, 40 and 100 million triples for LUBM. The size

of each dataset is detailed in Table 2.

6 https://github.com/pkumod/gStore
7 https://github.com/openlink/virtuoso-opensource

4.2 Pre-processing evaluation

We tested first the ability of the systems to pre-process

and load raw RDF datasets (in the N-Triples format).

QDAG and Virtuoso were able to load all of the datasets

for the Watdiv framework successfully. On the contrary,

gStore was unable to load the dataset of 200 million

triples. This is mainly due to the fact that gStore per-

forms the pre-processing in main memory and is unable

to load RDF graphs that do not fit into it. Virtuoso

loads the dataset to a relational database, and QDAG

creates files of segments (SPO and OPS). The number

of SPO and OPS segments on each dataset is shown in

Table 2. The number of segments SPO and OPS does

not grow exponentially and their number remains rea-

sonable to the size of the data. execution time.

4.3 Query performance

4.3.1 Watdiv

The query performance for linear (L), star (S), snowflake

(F) and complex (C) queries is shown in Figure 9. We

plot using a logarithmic scale since the performance

of QDAG is on average 300x better than gStore, leav-

ing the original execution times would have led to un-

readable graphs. The results for 10 million triples of

Watdiv are shown in Figure 9a, even if QDAG obtains

very similar performance than Virtuoso for star and

linear queries, the execution model scales to more com-

plex datasets and queries. This is proven with the com-

plex and snowflakes queries in which our system is on

average 1.6X times faster. The behaviour of the same

queries in a 100 million dataset is very similar, QDAG

is able to solve much more complex queries that are

hardly transformed into SQL with a reasonable perfor-

mance.

4.3.2 LUBM

Similarly to what was done for Watdiv, we evaluated

the ability of the systems to load different sizes of datasets.

gStore was unable to load the dataset of 100 million

triples since it is greater than the available main mem-

ory. The query performance for the datasets of 10, 20

and 40 million triples are shown in Figure 10. In all

cases, our system outperformed gStore solving queries

on average more than 10x faster.
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Fig. 8: Query execution plan examples

(a) 10 million

(b) 100 million

Fig. 9: Query performance for Watdiv benchmark

(a) 10 million (b) 20 million

(c) 40 million

Fig. 10: Query performance for LUBM benchmark

4.3.3 Yago2

4.3.4 DBLP

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new technique for evaluating

queries on RDF data. Its main particularity is that it

allows combining graph exploration and fragmentation

– crucial issues in RDF data repositories. Our results

are encouraging and showed that our proposal outper-

forms gStore system considered as the state of the art

in the processing of RDF data.

This work opens several research directions. Cur-

rently, we are conducting intensive experiments to eval-

uate the scalability of our approach. Another direction

consists in studying the ordering of the star queries

study, by proposing adequate cost models. Finally, we

plan to parallelize our approach. Since it already in-

cludes the fragmentation process, a new module that

has to be developed concerns the management of the

transfer of intermediate results between fragments.
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